FMEA connected

Create FMEAs in team work - worldwide and easy.
PLATO e1ns connects your teams across locations with modern web technology - a great advantage for the creation of FMEAs. Whether your
employee is an FMEA specialist, an FMEA editor or another colleague, who uses the results or performs tasks. All roles work on the same system
model. But everyone has task-oriented access to the relevant information.

connected. Teams. Projects. Methods.
▪▪

Open and integrated systems approach within
the product development
Allows all engineering teams access to all current engineering
information. Teams oversee all influences of their own decisions
on the engineering and process environment.

▪▪

Start FMEA via Link - immediately and without
any knowledge of structures
The portal offers all employees a simple access to all information
- even without any special FMEA knowledge. Links directly to the
FMEA input cell are dispatched via email. Thus an introduction to
the system structure is not necessary.

▪▪

Uncomplicated handling via the web browser
All team members work location independent with the FMEA.
Each team has an overview at any point in the development
process.
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FMEA connected

Create FMEAs in team work - worldwide and easy.
Team
Because of the uncomplicated access via the web browser, all team members work location independent with the FMEA - at any time worldwide.

Actions
FMEA actions are part of the project and are recorded and displayed
systematically together with organizational actions.

System model
The system model is the basis for all activities. All members have the same
system understanding and can easily work on their tasks, documents and
evaluations.

Documents
All engineering results, including the FMEA, are automatically generated,
versionized and released in product files.

Methods
The networking of engineering methods ensures an optimal exchange of
information and automatically provides current data from the FMEA.

Management
The dashboard shows key figures of project and FMEA progress.
The view of changes and trends enables timely decisions.

Connected in methods and processes ▪

Connected in teams

▪

Connected in your infrastructure

